World Quizzing Championships 2019 - Dublin venue - Paired Answers round
Set by: Gary Stephens
The answers in this quiz come in pairs, but are not adjacent, e.g. Q3's pair might be Q9 or Q14.
And by 'pairs', we mean that for each answer there is ANOTHER answer that is either:
●
●
●
●

an anagram of that answer (e.g. FIG & GIF)
a homophone/soundalike of that answer (e.g. IDLE & IDOL), perhaps approximate in some cases!
a word or phrase with a (roughly) opposite meaning t o that answer (e.g. LITTLE & LARGE)
a word or phrase differing only by the addition/removal of one letter (e.g. BILE & BIBLE) or the
replacement of one letter in that answer (e.g. BRONZE & BRONTE)

All answers must be spelled 100% correctly. Please write your answers clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS. Thanks.
1

_____ Entertainment is an American stop-motion animation studio best known for its
stop-motion feature films: Coraline, ParaNorman, The Boxtrolls and Kubo and the Two
Strings.

2

What is the the third most populous city in the state of Wisconsin? (according to the
2010 census)

3

Which large minor planet in the outer reaches of the Solar System is named after the
Inuit goddess of the sea?

4

In which Irish county can you visit the Rock of Dunamase and Ballintubbert Gardens?

5

Which Puccini opera pits lovers Mario and Floria against the evil chief of police, Baron
Scarpia?

6

Which Canadian jazz musician released the albums Out of the Cool (1961) and Into The
Hot (1962)?
(we need first name and surname)

7

Which 1859 novel, an early example of detective fiction, features protagonist Walter
Hartright employing many of the sleuthing techniques of later private detectives?

8

Which Greek god was associated with sleep and dreams? In Ovid's Metamorphoses, he is
one of the thousand sons of Somnus.

9

What is the only landlocked country in Southeast Asia?

10 The characters of Becca and Pancho in the 2005 film Madagascar are what type of
animal? (We need the singular form of the animal name, not plural)
11

Which English businessman and hotelier is this?
(we need his surname)

12 Which hypnotist character in George du Maurier's 1895 novel Trilby seduces, dominates
and exploits the title character, a young Irish girl?
(we need a one word name)
13 Which actress was nominated for the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actress for
Hamlet (1948), and won a Golden Globe Award for Best Actress for Guys and Dolls (1955)
?

(first name and surname required)
14

This is which common and widely distributed type
of metamorphic rock, formed by high temperature
and high-pressure metamorphic processes acting on
formations composed of igneous or sedimentary
rocks?

15 The musician Frankie Yankovic (1915-1998) was known as "America's <what> King"? (He
is not related to "Weird Al" Yankovic, but both play the same instrument, and have
collaborated.)
16 Which town in East Berkshire, 10km south of Windsor, 6.4 km east of Bracknell and 40km
west of London, is the home of a famous sporting venue?
17 Which 2007 teen comedy/drama film written by Diablo Cody features among its cast
Allison Janney, Jason Reitman and J.K. Simmons?
18 In which 2012 film (an adaptation of a 1983 novel) does Daniel Radcliffe play lawyer
Arthur Kipps?
19 Which company was founded by Ernst Leitz in 1914? Its name is comprised of three
letters from its founder's name combined with the first two letters of the name of the
device it's most well known for making.
20 Which Shakespeare play features the minor characters of Reynaldo, Francisco, Barnardo
and Marcellus?
21 What is the capital city of the state of Alaska?
22 Which golfer (1912-2002) was famed for his folksy image, wearing a straw hat, and
making such statements as "Keep close count of your nickels and dimes, stay away from
whiskey, and never concede a putt"? (we need his surname)
23 Which architect's most notable buildings include the Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris
(with Richard Rogers, 1977), The Shard in London (2012), and the Whitney Museum of
American Art in New York City (2015)? (we need his surname)
24 What is the scientific/medical name for the proximal bone of the hindlimb in tetrapod
vertebrates?
25 In Greek mythology, Eurydice was whose wife?
26 Preceded by John Tyler and succeeded by Zachary Taylor, what was the surname of the
11th president of the United States of America?
27 The English progressive rock band formed in 1967 by Keith Emerson (later of Emerson
Lake & Palmer), Lee Jackson, David O'List and Ian Hague was named "The <what>"?
28 In which film does Brigitte Helm play both Maria and the 'Maschinenmensch'?
29

Which band won a Grammy Award for Best
Alternative Album in 1995 for their third studio
album, Dookie?

30 Known by his stage persona The Demon, who is the bassist and co-lead singer of the
band Kiss? (first name and surname required)

Answers are on next page…

ANSWERS:
1

_____ Entertainment is an American stop-motion animation studio best known for its stop-motion
feature films: Coraline, ParaNorman, The Boxtrolls and Kubo and the Two Strings.

LAIKA

2

What is the the third most populous city in the state of Wisconsin? (according to the 2010
census)

GREEN BAY

3

Which large minor planet in the outer reaches of the Solar System is named after the Inuit
goddess of the sea?

SEDNA

4

In which Irish county can you visit the Rock of Dunamase and Ballintubbert Gardens?

LAOIS

5

Which Puccini opera pits lovers Mario and Floria against the evil chief of police, Baron Scarpia?

TOSCA

6

Which Canadian jazz musician released the albums Out of the Cool (1961) and Into The Hot
(1962)?
(we need first name and surname)

GIL EVANS

7

Which 1859 novel, an early example of detective fiction, features protagonist Walter Hartright
employing many of the sleuthing techniques of later private detectives?

THE WOMAN IN
WHITE

8

Which Greek god was associated with sleep and dreams? In Ovid's Metamorphoses, he is one of
the thousand sons of Somnus.

MORPHEUS

9

What is the only landlocked country in Southeast Asia?

LAOS (one letter
away from LAOIS)

The characters of Becca and Pancho in the 2005 film Madagascar are what type of animal?
(We need the singular form of the animal name, not plural)

LEMUR

10
11

Which English businessman and hotelier is this?
(we need his surname)

Rocco FORTE

12

Which hypnotist character in George du Maurier's 1895 novel Trilby seduces, dominates and
exploits Trilby, a young Irish girl?
(we need a one word name)

SVENGALI
(anagram of GIL
EVANS)

13

Which actress was nominated for the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actress for Hamlet
(1948), and won a Golden Globe Award for Best Actress for Guys and Dolls (1955) ?
(first name and surname required)

JEAN SIMMONS

14

This is which common and widely distributed type of
metamorphic rock, formed by high temperature and
high-pressure metamorphic processes acting on
formations composed of igneous or sedimentary rocks?

GNEISS
(pronounced 'nice')

15

The musician Frankie Yankovic (1915-1998) was known as "America's <what> King"? (He is not
related to "Weird Al" Yankovic, but both play the same instrument, and have collaborated.)

POLKA

16

Which town in East Berkshire, 10km south of Windsor, 6.4 km east of Bracknell and 40km west of

ASCOT

London, is the home of a famous sporting venue?

(anagram of
TOSCA)

17

Which 2007 teen comedy/drama film written by Diablo Cody features among its cast Allison
Janney, Jason Reitman and J.K. Simmons?

JUNO

18

In which 2012 film (an adaptation of a 1983 novel) does Daniel Radcliffe play lawyer Arthur
Kipps?

THE WOMAN IN
BLACK (opposite of
THE WOMAN IN
WHITE)

19

Which company was founded by Ernst Leitz in 1914? Its name is comprised of letters from its
founder's name combined with the first two letters of the name of the device it's most well known
for making.

LEICA
(from LEItz and
CAmera,
homophone for
LAIKA)

20

Which Shakespeare play features the minor characters of Reynaldo, Francisco, Barnardo and
Marcellus?

HAMLET

21

What is the capital city of the state of Alaska?

JUNEAU
(homophone for
JUNO)

22

Which golfer (1912-2002) was famed for his folksy image, wearing a straw hat, and making such
statements as "Keep close count of your nickels and dimes, stay away from whiskey, and never
concede a putt"?
(we need his surname)

(Sam) SNEAD
(anagram of
SEDNA)

23

Which architect's most notable buildings include the Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris (with
Richard Rogers, 1977), The Shard in London (2012), and the Whitney Museum of American Art in
New York City (2015)?
(we need his surname)

(Renzo) PIANO
(opposite of FORTE)

24

What is the scientific/medical name for the proximal bone of the hindlimb in tetrapod
vertebrates?

FEMUR (one letter
away from LEMUR)

25

In Greek mythology, Eurydice was whose wife?

ORPHEUS (one
letter away from
MORPHEUS)

26

Preceded by John Tyler and succeeded by Zachary Taylor, what was the surname of the 11th
president of the United States of America?

POLK (one letter
away from POLKA)

27

The English progressive rock band formed in 1967 by Keith Emerson (later of Emerson Lake &
Palmer), Lee Jackson, David O'List and Ian Hague was named "The <what>"?

NICE (homophone
for GNEISS)

28

In which film does Brigitte Helm play both Maria and the 'Maschinenmensch'?

METROPOLIS
(opposite of
HAMLET)

29

Which band won a Grammy Award for Best Alternative Album in 1995 for their third studio
album, Dookie?

GREEN DAY (one
letter away from
GREEN BAY)

30

Known by his stage persona The Demon, who is the bassist and co-lead singer of the band Kiss?
(first name and surname required)

GENE SIMMONS
(homophone for
Jean Simmons)

